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LIVE MUSIC ACT 2012

EXPLANATORY NOTES

INTRODUCTION

1. These Explanatory Notes relate to the Live Music Act 2012, which received Royal
Assent on 8th March 2012. They have been prepared by the Department for Culture,
Media and Sport in order to assist the reader of the Act. They do not form part of the
Act and have not been endorsed by Parliament.

2. The Notes need to be read in conjunction with the Act. They are not, and are not meant
to be, a comprehensive description of the Act. So where a clause or part of a clause
does not seem to require any explanation or comment, none is given.

SUMMARY

3. The Act amends the Licensing Act 2003 (“the 2003 Act”) by partially deregulating
the performance of live music and removing regulation about the provision of
entertainment facilities. It:

• removes the licensing requirement for unamplified live music taking place between
8am and 11pm in all venues, subject to the right of a licensing authority to
impose conditions about live music following a review of a premises licence or
club premises certificate relating to premises authorised to supply alcohol for
consumption on the premises;

• removes the licensing requirement for amplified live music taking place between
8am and 11pm before audiences of no more than 200 persons on premises
authorised to supply alcohol for consumption on the premises, subject to the right
of a licensing authority to impose conditions about live music following a review
of a premises licence or club premises certificate;

• removes the licensing requirement for amplified live music taking place between
8am and 11pm before audiences of no more than 200 persons in workplaces not
otherwise licensed under the 2003 Act (or licensed only for the provision of late
night refreshment).

• removes the licensing requirement for the provision of entertainment facilities; and

• widens the licensing exemption for live music integral to a performance of morris
dancing or dancing of a similar type, so that the exemption applies to live or
recorded music instead of unamplified live music.

BACKGROUND

4. The 2003 Act makes the following activities “licensable activities”:

• the sale by retail of alcohol;

• the supply of alcohol by or on behalf of a club to, or to the order of, a member of
the club;
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• the provision of regulated entertainment; and

• the provision of late night refreshment.

Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act

5. Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act sets out what amounts to the provision of regulated
entertainment.

6. Paragraph 1(1) defines provision of regulated entertainment by reference to the
descriptions of entertainment contained in paragraph 2 and entertainment facilities
falling within paragraph 3. The entertainment is, or entertainment facilities are,
licensable to the extent that they are provided for members of the public, members of
a club, or (in any other case) for payment and with a view to profit.

7. Paragraph 2 contains a list of descriptions of entertainment which are regulated under
the 2003 Act if they take place in the presence of an audience. These include a
performance of live music (paragraph 2(1)(e)) and a performance of dance (paragraph
2(1)(g)).

8. Paragraph 3 defines entertainment facilities as meaning facilities for enabling persons
to take part in making music or dancing (or entertainment of a similar description) for
the purpose of being entertained.

9. Part 2 contains various exemptions where, if the requirements set out are satisfied,
entertainment and entertainment facilities are not to be regarded as the provision of
regulated entertainment for the purposes of the 2003 Act.

10. Part 3 contains interpretation provisions pertaining to the Schedule, including that
“music” includes vocal or instrumental music or any combination of the two.

Section 177 of the 2003 Act

11. Section 177 of the 2003 Act contains provisions about dancing and live music in small
premises. It applies in two different situations:

• Firstly, where a premises licence authorises both the supply of alcohol for
consumption on the premises and the provision of “music entertainment”1.
Provided that the premises: (1) are used primarily for the supply of alcohol for
consumption on the premises; and (2) have a permitted capacity of not more
than 200 persons, then conditions imposed by a licensing authority relating to the
provision of live music do not have effect at any time when the premises are open
for the supply of alcohol and are being used for music entertainment. However any
such conditions will have effect if the licensing authority considers that imposition
of a condition is necessary on the grounds of either prevention of crime and disorder
or public safety; or if they are altered or added as a result of a review of premises
licence2 and include a statement that section 177 does not apply.

• Secondly, where a premises licence authorises the provision of music entertainment
and the premises have a permitted capacity of not more than 200 persons. If
such premises are being used between 8am and midnight for the performance of
unamplified live music or the provision of facilities for enabling persons to take
part in such a performance, and are not being used for the provision of any other
description of regulated entertainment, then conditions imposed by the licensing
authority relating to music entertainment do not have effect. However any such
conditions will have effect if they are altered or added as a result of a review of the
premises licence and include a statement that section 177 does not apply.

1 Music entertainment is defined in section 177(8) by reference to paragraphs 2(1)(e) or (g) of Schedule 1 (performance of live
music and dance respectively).

2 Sections 51-53 of the 2003 Act deal with review of premises licences.
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12. As well as applying to premises licences, section 177 also applies to club premises
certificates3, with the modifications set out in subsection (7).

13. The Act:

• amends section 177, so that that section would apply only to dancing;

• adds a new section 177A dealing with live music; and

• makes amendments to Schedule 1.

14. Further detail about the effect of the Act is contained in the section below headed
“Commentary on Sections”.

TERRITORIAL EXTENT

15. The Act extends to England and Wales only.

COMMENTARY ON SECTIONS

Section 1: Licence review for live music entertainment

16. Section 1 amends section 177 of the 2003 Act, which currently applies to dancing and
live music in small premises, so that it applies only to dancing.

17. This section also adds a new section 177A to the 2003 Act dealing with live music
taking place in premises authorised to be used for the supply of alcohol for consumption
on the premises. Its effect is that conditions in a premises licence or club premises
certificate relating to live music will not have effect where the requirements set out in
section 177A(1)(a) to (c) are satisfied. However, on a review of the premises licence
or club premises certificate, a condition relating to live music may be made effective
by altering it to include a statement that section 177A does not apply. In addition, at
a review a licensing authority may add a condition relating to live music as if the live
music were regulated entertainment authorised by the licence or certificate.

18. Section 177A(5) contains a list of the provisions in the 2003 Act under which conditions
to which section 177A applies may be included in, or added to, a premises licence or
club premises certificate.

Section 2: Removal of requirement to licence the provision of entertainment
facilities

19. Section 2 removes from Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act all references to entertainment
facilities (facilities for making music or dancing). Its effect is that the provision of
entertainment facilities no longer amounts to regulated entertainment and is therefore
not licensable.

Section 3: Exemptions for live music entertainment

20. Section 3 amends Part 2 of Schedule 1 to the 2003 Act, which contains exemptions
where specified activities are not to be regarded as the provision of regulated
entertainment.

21. Subsection (2) extends the exemption relating to music accompanying morris dancing
in paragraph 11 of Schedule 1, so that it applies to live or recorded music instead of
unamplified live music.

22. Subsection (3) inserts a new paragraph 12A into the Schedule so that live music taking
place on premises authorised to supply alcohol for consumption on the premises is
exempt from entertainment licensing provided firstly that the requirements of the new

3 Club premises certificates are dealt with in Part 4 of the 2003 Act.
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section 177A(1)(a) to (c) are satisfied; and secondly that conditions about live music
have not been included on a review of the licence or club premises certificate. Where
a licensing hours order has been made under section 172 of the 2003 Act to mark an
occasion of exceptional international, national or local significance, the time of day to
which this exemption applies will be extended to cover the period specified in the order.

23. Subsection (4) inserts a new paragraph 12B into the Schedule exempting live music
from a licensing requirement if it takes place in a workplace not otherwise licensed
under the 2003 Act (or only licensed for late night refreshment), provided that the
requirements of sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph 12B are met.

24. Subsection (5) inserts a new paragraph 12C into the Schedule exempting unamplified
live music from entertainment licensing provided that it takes place between 8am and
11pm on the same day. Where the music takes place in premises authorised to supply
alcohol for consumption on the premises, this exemption is subject to the proviso
contained in section 177A allowing a licensing authority to make conditions relating to
live music effective on a review of the licence or club premises certificate.

COMMENCEMENT

25. The Act will come into force on the date specified by the Secretary of State in an order
made by statutory instrument.

HANSARD REFERENCES

26. The following table sets out the dates and Hansard references for each stage of this
Act’s passage through Parliament.

Stage Date Hansard Reference

House of Lords

Introduction 7th July 2010 Vol. 720 Col. 203

Second Reading 4th March 2011 Vol. 725 Cols. 1313-1339

Committee 15th July 2011 Vol. 729 Cols. 990-1001

Report 10th October 2011 Vol. 730 Col. 1324

Third Reading 18th October 2011 Vol. 731 Col. 164

Royal Assent 8th March 2012 Vol. 735 Col. 1893

House of Commons

Introduction 25th October 2011 House of Commons, Votes and
Proceedings, 25th October 2011 No. 211

Second Reading 25th November
2011

Vol. 536 Col. 643

Committee 14th December
2011

Vol. 537 Cols. 2-12

Report 20th January 2012 Vol. 538 Col. 1033

Third Reading 20th January 2012 Vol. 538 Col. 1033

Royal Assent 8th March 2012 Vol. 541 Col. 1008
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